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Introduction
Welcome to Christians United for IsraelUK’s fourth issue of TORCH Magazine.
We continue to receive very positive
feedback on the previous magazines
and trust you will find this late summer
issue informative and interesting.
The Olympics in Rio received major
coverage from the world’s media. You
can read our article Anti-Semitism
Never Wins to see a perspective less well
addressed by the media.
The summer months are usually a time
for the younger generation to enjoy
the long holidays. In Gaza and the
Palestinian Territories these holidays tend
to be anything other than “peaceful”. See
our article Born to Hate to find out more.
In August, CUFI took part in the Shalom
Festival in Edinburgh. I experienced
first-hand the hate filled rhetoric targeted
against Israel and anyone who stands
up for the Jewish people. The anti-Semitic

crowd of proPalestinian activists
who surrounded
the venue certainly
made their voices
heard. Sadly the
lies and incitement within their speech
suggested a more menacing agenda
so we were thankful to the many police
officers for the protection they gave. With
“Freedom of Speech” becoming a onesided and abused privilege, it’s important
that Christians stand together and speak
out on behalf of Israel and the Jewish
people.
We thank you for your continued stand
for Israel and for your support for
Christians United for Israel.

The Palestinian children who are taught to hate Israel

Des Starritt
Executive Director, CUFI-UK
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Train up a child in the way he
should go, And when he is old
he will not depart from it.”

towards Jews is taught to many Palestinian
children from birth, and sadly influences
them in every aspect of their lives growing
up.

T

One of the first things we are given in
life is our name. Many of us know the
meaning of our name and it was chosen
by our parents to inspire us on our journey
through life.

– Proverbs 22:6
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hese wise words of King Solomon
have been used for centuries to
teach both Jews and Christians how
to raise their children.
Today it is the site at which Solomon
built the first Temple, and the lies that
surround it, that have sparked the recent
‘knife intifada’ which saw hundreds of
Palestinians, mainly teenagers, carry
out deadly terror attacks against Israeli
civilians.
Could the truth of Proverbs 22:6 be playing
out in this latest uprising? Are Palestinian
teenagers and young adults living out the
hatred by which they have been raised?
In this article we look at just a handful of
recent examples that show how hatred

Late last year a family in Gaza named
their newborn child “Knife of Jerusalem”
to “honour the blood of the martyrs” who
had died during the ”knife intifada”. They
were inspired to give this name to their
child when the song “Lovers of Stabbing”
started playing on the TV while they were
discussing baby names.
Another father impressed his hatred upon
his young daughter when he filmed her
holding a large kitchen knife. The girl is
no older than 3-years of age and far too
young for many parents to allow anywhere
near such a sharp object. However, this
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man filmed his little girl like any proud
father would. With her innocent smile and
wide eyes beaming, she looks at her father
and gleefully announces the soul chilling
phrase, “I want to stab a Jew”.
What father would teach this to his child?
Furthermore, this father is also a teacher.
Whilst children are learning hate at home,
this hatred is reinforced by many other
sources. There are many schools in the
Palestinian Territories that teach the history
of Israel and Jerusalem in a way that
reaffirms their mindset that Jerusalem must
be liberated from the ”evil” Jews.
There are countless videos of children in
Gaza’s schools, some of them funded by
the UN, performing various plays where
they reenact the capturing of Israeli
soldiers, the killing of Jewish people or the
retaking of Jerusalem.
In one video a class of children who are
graduating from kindergarten (pre-school)
are seen marching in Hamas terrorist
uniforms and declaring “Jihad”. When the
announcer asks, “What is your aspiration?”
the children reply in unison, “death for
Allah”.
You read that correctly;
they aspire to die for Allah.
In Britain we encourage our children
to aspire to be successful in whatever
profession they choose. Many dream
of becoming footballers, singers or
astronauts. We would be horrified if our

child told us their dream was to die while
murdering Jews.
It seems that Palestinian children have
no escape from this incitement. Even
TV programmes aimed at children are
productions of Jew hatred.
In a recent children’s show on a Palestinian
TV channel, the child host praised the
Palestinians who stabbed Israeli civilians,
saying, “we revere the young heroes who
have sacrificed their lives for Jerusalem and
who carried out all those great heroic acts.”
In another TV programme the host, who
is a teenager, asks a boy, who is around
7-years-old, what he would like to do
when he grows up. He replies that he
wants to be an engineer so he can “blow
up the Jews”. On a different show a little
girl says she wants to be a police officer
so she can “shoot all the Jews”. These are
just a few of the many horrific examples.
Although these programmes are of low
production quality, it is important to note
the popularity of these shows. Hamas
owned ‘Al-Aqsa TV’ (where the majority
of these children’s programmes are
broadcast) is the most viewed channel in
both Gaza and the West Bank.
Music is another powerful way to influence
young impressionable minds. Just like the
song that inspired the parents to name
their son ‘Knife of Jerusalem’, various songs
of stabbing Israelis, liberating al-Aqsa
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others (some severely) and
engulfing the bus he was on
and a passing bus in flames.
The scenes from the terror
attack are almost identical to
those in the music video.

mosque, retaking Jerusalem
and more have been playing
out across the airwaves in
recent times.
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In February 2016, the song,
“The Roof of the Bus Goes
Flying” was released; a modern,
upbeat dance song with a
catchy tune and accompanied
by a high production music
video. In the video Hamas
soldiers dance in front of a
burnt out bus. The video of
the men dancing cuts away to scenes of a
loving father playing with his son, hugging
him and helping him study, then ultimately
bidding the son farewell as the man goes
off to carry out a suicide bombing on an
Israeli bus full of Jews.
Every word of this song is about martyrdom
and terrorism against Israelis and includes
lines such as, “Oh bearer of good tidings,
wrap the explosive belt around your waist.
The story of the intifada will only be told
when the roof of a bus goes flying.”
Another line says, “Oh Martyrdom-seeker,
make them cry. Make fire engulf them.
Turn them into body parts, roast them,
bringing joy to the hearts of the steadfast
people.”
How influential was this horrific song? In
April 2016, two
months after
its release, a
Palestinian
teenager
boarded a bus
full of Israeli
women and
children and
detonated a
bomb in his
backpack,
killing himself,
injuring 20

Whether this teen was directly
influenced by the song or not,
it was the environment he
was raised in that lead to his
actions.
His attack was widely
celebrated in the Palestinian territories.
Hamas claimed responsibility for the attack
and the ‘martyr’ was praised on television
and on social media by Palestinian
celebrities, news readers and presenters.
His mother was filmed praising her son as
she handed out sweets to children on the
streets of Gaza, all the while with a smile on
her face.
This mother’s pride in her son’s martyrdom
is not unique. Last December a mother
of a terrorist who carried out a deadly
bus stabbing was interviewed live on
Palestinian TV just days after her son’s
attack. During the interview she spoke of
the pride she had for her son, handed out
sweets to celebrate what he had done and
then pulled out a large kitchen knife from
her clothes making threats against Israel
while brandishing the weapon. During the
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interview she proclaimed, “I will sacrifice
my four children for the sake of al-Aqsa,”
as her young children sat alongside.
These examples illustrate the increasingly
dangerous trend of indoctrination being
passed from one generation to the next.
There is more to it than simply teaching
them to hate; it goes further when you
train your child to kill.

TRAINED TO KILL
Summer camps are popular in Gaza.
Most of the camps are run by the UN
and are as you would expect - places
of escape, where children participate in
sports, arts and crafts, games and music.
However, there are other camps where
parents should not be sending their
children. These camps are run by Hamas
where the teachers are members of
Hamas’ military wing, the Al-Qassam
brigades.
In these camps children learn skills such
as hand-to-hand combat, a variety of
weapon and firearm training (with live
fire) and, of course, how to kidnap an
Israeli soldier.

Britain’s own ITV News visited the camps
and released a report showing children
jumping over burning tyres, crawling
under barbed wire, wrestling each other
to the ground and carrying out “tactical
manoeuvres” in Hamas’ new feature for
2016, a purpose built terror tunnel for
training exercises.
The terror tunnel was installed with lighting,
sleeping facilities and a toilet and used to
inspire children to become “tunnel men”.
The tunnel was open to the press with
various news crews filming their reports
from inside and at the entrance to the
tunnel.
This year Hamas claims they hosted
50,000 children at 120 camps across
the Gaza strip. The UN estimates the
number was around 35,000, but it is still a
staggeringly large number of children who
are being trained to fight Israel.
Videos of these camps started to emerge in
2008. In one of those early videos there is
an 11-year-old boy who is interviewed and
when asked what he does, he replies, “I am
learning how to kill Jews.”
Seven years later that 11-year-old boy
is now an 18-year-old man; the same

On top of this the children are taught the
theology of Hamas and develop a desire
to pursue the “liberation of Jerusalem”.
Contrary to what you might think, Hamas
is not shy when it comes to promoting
these camps. In fact, Hamas advertises
them extensively, including through TV
commercials. This year they wanted to
encourage more girls to join the camps,
so their advert featured young girls
armed with AK-47 assault rifles singing a
song about liberating al-Aqsa.
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Palestinian boys take part in a
training in Rafah in southern
Gaza strip at Hamas’s organized
‘’Liberation Youths Camps’’

Hamas also invited the world’s press
to attend these camps, and many did.

Palestinian young members of
the Hamas’ Popular Army parade
during a graduation ceremony in
Jabalia, northern Gaza Strip on
November 7, 2014.

age as the vast majority of Palestinians
teenagers who have carried out stabbing
attacks on innocent Israeli civilians during
the recent uprising. Those same children
being trained are the ones protesting
and throwing rocks at Israeli forces and
dreaming of ‘martyrdom’.
From birth, Palestinian children are being
indoctrinated into an evil ideology that
irrationally hates the Jewish people and
blames Israel for everything wrong in their
lives.
The world’s media continues to run the
narrative that this is, somehow, Israel’s
fault. They falsely claim that the Palestinian
“resistance” is a “natural consequence”
to Israel’s supposed “occupation”. This is
wrong.
Blaming Israel for this hate will never bring
about change. The responsibility clearly lies
with Hamas and the Palestinian leadership
to lay down their weapons, reject their
anti-Semitic hate-filled ideology, and start
training their children in the correct “way
they should go”.
We must pray that this current generation
of Palestinian children can break free from
this doctrine of death.

despite the opposite being true, and also
claimed that Israel restricted her access to
pools in Israel.
It was discovered that two months prior to
Miss Alatrash’s claims, the Israeli Foreign
Office put out a public message on Facebook
stating that they had offered Miss Alatrash
the opportunity to train in Israel and use their
Olympic swimming pools. However, Alatrash
refused Israel’s offer and instead went to the
press with a lie that was, unfortunately, widely
distributed by the world’s media. She went
on to compete in the Olympics, but failed to
progress past the qualifying stages.

AT THE OLYMPICS
Israeli judoka
Or Sasson

ANTI-SEMITISM NEVER WINS

T

he Olympic Games are a wonderful
celebration of sport and human
endeavour with athletes from around
the world competing to prove themselves
as the fastest, strongest or most skillful in
their chosen discipline.
One of the key themes around the Olympics
is respect for your fellow competitor, where
people can come and compete on a level
playing field regardless of nationality, race or
religion.
The Rio Games have recently taken place
with, generally, respect and dignity for
all, however there was one country that
experienced the type of discrimination that
the Games should be free from.
Two months prior to the Olympics, the World
Boxing Championships (WBC) took place.
This event was a prerequisite for boxers to
qualify for the Rio Olympics. For a boxer
to compete in Rio they had to compete in
this contest, win or lose, they simply had to
complete a fight.
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This proved to be a problem for Syrian
boxer, Ala Ghasoun who drew Israel’s Artium
Musley in his first-round match. Instead of
facing the Israeli, Ghasoun and his team
decided to withdraw from the competition.
In an interview after withdrawing Ghasoun
explained his reasons: “If I fight against him,”
he said, “it would mean that I, as an athlete,
and Syria, as a state, recognise the state of
Israel.”
And this is where the problem begins.
The extent of the Syrian’s hate for Israel
meant that Ghasoun not only withdrew from
the World Boxing Championship, but he also
forfeited his place at the Rio Olympics.
Another incident took place just a few
weeks before the Olympics when Palestinian
swimmer Miri Alatrash made headlines
with her claims that Israel had hindered
her training for the Games. The swimmer
claimed that there were no Olympic standard
swimming pools in the Palestinian territories,
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In Rio it didn’t take long for anti-Semitism to
rear its ugly head. As the Israeli team was
preparing to travel to the opening ceremony,
Israel was assigned to share a bus with the
Lebanese team. When the Israeli athletes
tried to board the bus they were blocked by
the head of the Lebanese Olympic team who
refused to let the Israelis board.
The Israeli team was left stranded by
Lebanon’s refusal to share the bus and
Olympic officials were forced to organise
a new bus for Israel to travel in. Instead of
letting the incident dampen their mood, the
Israeli team were smiling and enjoying the
moment during the opening ceremony.
The final two incidents of anti-Semitism took
place in Judo. The first was when Saudi
Arabian judoka Joud Fahmy withdrew from
the competition, which the Saudi team
said was due to an injury, but when the
press discovered she was not injured it was
understood that she withdrew to avoid facing
Israeli judoka Gili Cohen.
The final incident took place when Israeli
judoka Or Sasson faced off against Egyptian
judoka Islam El Shehaby.
Before the match El Shehaby was allegedly
thumping his chest and saying, “Allah

Akhbar” with his coach, and generally
directing hate towards his opponent.
Undeterred, the Israeli managed to win
the match by ‘ippon’ (an instant victory) by
flipping El Shehaby on his back with force
and progressing to the next stage. After the
bout Sasson walked across the mat to shake
the hand of his opponent, but the Egyptian
backed away, shook his head and refused
to shake hands with the Israeli, prompting
boos from the crowd and causing the BBC
announcer to express, “We’ve talked about
what the Olympics is about, well that’s what
it’s not about.”
To his credit, Sasson shrugged off the
incident and went on to win Bronze, the
second and final medal that Israel won in
Rio after Yarden Gerbi won bronze in the
women’s under 70kg Judo competition,
winning Israel’s first Olympic medal since
2008.
The Egyptian, El Shehaby, was
unceremoniously sent home by his team
and was “strongly reprimanded” by the
International Olympic Committee.
As for the Lebanese team who blocked Israel
from boarding the bus, they also received a
reprimand from the International Olympic
Committee. And after all competitions were
completed, their athletes went home with no
medals. – Anti-Semitism Never Wins.

DID YOU KNOW?
You watched the Olympics through Israeli
technology. The BBC and over 60 global media
brands use an Israeli company, LIVEU, to
broadcast live events such as the Olympics, the
Royal Wedding and even our UK election results.
Israeli security companies trained 10,000
Brazilian security personnel before the Rio
Olympics.
Israel provided live satellite imagery over Rio
throughout the Games to assist Brazil with
security.
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the Islamist terrorist
organization, primarily by
diverting funds meant as
aid to strengthen Hamas’
terrorist arm.

SUMMER 2016

Manager at World Vision charity accused of
channelling millions to Hamas military
The British Government
has followed Germany and
Australia by halting any
taxpayers’ money going
to Christian charity World
Vision whose Gaza-based
manager has been accused
of funnelling cash to
Hamas.
Israeli security services
arrested Mohammed ElHalabi currently employed
as director of the Gaza
branch of World Vision,
accused on being a major
figure in the terrorist/
military arm of Hamas.
It is believed that more
than half of World Vision’s
resources in the Gaza Strip
– originating in aid money
from Western states such as
the United Kingdom, United
States and Australia – were
transferred to Hamas to
strengthen its terrorist arm.
Israeli security agency, the
Shin Bet, said it detained
Mohammed El-Halabi in
June for transferring 7.2
million dollars a year from
the international charity
organization to the Gaza
based terror organization.
It claims that Halabi
used a “systematic and
10

sophisticated mechanism”
to channel cash to the
Gaza terror movement,
which included submitting
inflated receipts and falsely
listing Hamas operatives
as workers on World Vision
projects.
It alleged that World
Vision’s humanitarian aid to
Gaza was mainly diverted to
Hamas operatives and their
families and that Halabi
transferred up to $50 million
to Hamas over the years,
which it used to purchase
weapons.
Shin Bet said there was no
evidence that World Vision’s
main office was aware of
Halabi’s actions.
World Vision, one of the
largest charitable and
humanitarian aid agencies,
was founded by American
Baptist minister Robert
Pierce in 1950 and is
described as a “Christian
relief, development and
advocacy organisation
dedicated to working with
children, families and
communities to overcome
poverty and injustice.”
According to the Shin Bet,
Halabi took advantage
of his position as head of

In a statement issued on
23 August by Priti Patel
MP, secretary of state for
international development,

Halabi, who hails from
Jabalya in Gaza, was
arrested at the Erez
Crossing between Israel and
the Gaza Strip on 15 June
where he was detained.
“During the investigation,
Halabi revealed that he has
been a Hamas member
since his youth and had
undergone organizational
and military training in the
early 2000s,” the Shin Bet
said in a statement.
According to the Israeli
security agency, Hamas
dispatched El-Halabi in
2005 to infiltrate World
Vision and shortly after
being employed by World
Vision, he started to use
his position to benefit

Conservative Friends of

Israel (CFI) welcomed
the Department for
International Development’s
call for a “rapid and
thorough investigation” in
response to a scandal that
has rocked a huge global
charity working in some of
the world’s poorest areas.

Labour’s peerage for
Shami Chakrabarti undermines
anti-Semitism inquiry
OPINION

Shami Chakrabarti has
been given a peerage by
Jeremy Corbyn weeks after
delivering her commissioned
report on anti-Semitism in
Labour.
the organization to divert
funds and resources from
the needy to the benefit
of Hamas’ terrorist and
military activities.

she confirms that the
UK government will
“not consider any future
funding… until World
Vision has completed its
audit” and was “deeply
concerned” about the
allegations.

Earlier in July, CUFI
questioned the
independence of the socalled independent inquiry,
in which Chakrabarti came
to the conclusion that
Labour does not have a
problem with anti-Semitism.
The inquiry avoided
criticising Mr Corbyn for
describing Hamas and
Hezbollah as friends, and
how this affected the debate
on the issue in the Party. She
also failed to question why
he didn’t clamp down quickly
on anti-Semitic comments
by Ken Livingstone and
online posts by MP Naz Shah
before she was elected. The
report also recommended
keeping suspensions secret
and ruled out lifetime
membership bans.
Her independence was
further questioned by CUFI
during the Parliamentary
committee panel hearing

during which Ms Chakrabarti
was sat behind the Labour
leader to his right, and
was seen passing notes
to Corbyn and constantly
making expressions and
gestures which showed
her supporting the Labour
leader.
Ms Chakrabarti, who joined
Labour on the day she
was appointed to lead
the inquiry, had previously
denied that a peerage had
been promised.
Now the awarding of
a seat in the House of
Lords by Jeremy Corbyn
not only further questions
her independence, but
completely undermines the
credibility of the report.
The Jewish community and
other Labour MPs have
responded strongly to the
appointment:
Chief Rabbi Ephraim Mirvis
said in a tweet: “Shami
Chakrabarti has a proud
record of public service, but
in accepting this peerage,
the credibility of her report

lies in tatters and the Labour
Party’s stated intention, to
unequivocally tackle antiSemitism, remains woefully
unrealised.”
Ms Chakrabarti, who stood
down as director of the
human rights pressure
group Liberty in January, said
last night: “I am honoured
to accept Jeremy Corbyn’s
challenge and opportunity
to help hold the Government
to account.”
Labour MP John Mann,
chairman of the All-Party
Parliamentary Group
Against Antisemitism,
accused Mr Corbyn of
“appalling hypocrisy”. He
told LBC radio that Miss
Chakrabarti had “sold
herself cheaply” for a Lords
seat.
Wes Streeting MP tweeted:
“Shami Chakrabarti will
bring great experience to the
Lords. But let’s not pretend
that a Labour peerage in
these circumstances doesn’t
stink.”
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NEWS IN BRIEF
“Study the Bible” says
Netanyahu to students at
start of school year
Benjamin Netanyahu urged students to
study the Bible and their Jewish heritage
at a cabinet meeting ahead of the new
school year.
The Israeli PM said, “Our objective is to
carry out an education revolution. This
revolution will be based on two things:
excellence and Zionism.”
“First of all, the study of the Bible,” he
said. “We must make a major effort
– this is the basis for why we are here,
why we have returned here, why we stay
here.”

Seventeen Jewish graves were destroyed
and vandalised in an organised attack
inside a Belfast cemetery on Friday 26
August. Up to eight youths, some using
hammers, attacked the graves with
reports that they also tried to access
graves.

Hungarian court shuts
down 20 Holocaust-denial
websites

The websites sell the Hungarian edition
of a Swedish author’s book that overtly
denies genocides committed by the Nazi
regime,

A Budapest court has ordered the
temporary blocking of around 20
websites that carry content denying the
Holocaust took place.

Under a 2010 Hungarian law, Holocaust
denial in public is a crime punishable by
up to three years imprisonment.

Report: Germany donating
millions to BDS groups
Watchdog group, NGO Monitor, has
found that between 2012 and 2015,
Germany funnelled at least 4 million
euros to some 15 organizations, of
which 42% of donations went to groups
supporting an international boycott
against Israel and policies negating
Israel’s existence as a Jewish state.
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17 Jewish graves destroyed
at Belfast cemetery

Jewish rabbi stabbed in
Strasbourg by “Muslim
attacker”
A Jewish rabbi was stabbed by an
attacker shouting “Allahu Akbar” in
the French city of Strasbourg on 19
August. The 62-year-old victim, who was
described as an orthodox Hasidic Jew,
was injured in the attack in the Jewish
Quarter, 500 metres from the Great
Synagogue of Strasbourg.

Iran launches ‘Shia Army’
that threatens Israel and the
region

Palestinians seek to sue
Britain over 1917 Balfour
Declaration – Israel responds.

The Iranian government has launched
a “United Shia Liberation Army” that
analysts say sends signals that Tehran
wants to expand its political and military
role in Middle East sectarian lines.
The army is designed to bring together
various Shi’ite armies, militias and
terrorist groups that will primarily join
together, Yemen, Syria and Iraq, and
receive direct orders from Tehran.

The Palestinian Authority has called on
the Arab League to help them prepare a
legal file against the British government
for issuing the Balfour Declaration almost
100 years ago. Netanyahu responded
saying it proved that the Palestinians’
issue was not the West Bank, but the right
of Jews to a national homeland, such as
was guaranteed them under the Balfour
Declaration.

British MPs training
in Israeli self-defence
after Jo Cox murder

Black Lives Matter joins BDS, accusing
Israel of “genocide” and “apartheid”,
leading many Jewish organisations to
disassociate themselves.

MPs are being offered training in the
self-defence technique as practiced by
the Israel Defence Forces, as well as
by foreign intelligence agency Mossad
and internal intelligence agency Shin
Bet. The technique, Krav Maga, which
means ‘contact combat’ in Hebrew, has
so far been taught to two MPs and 18
assistants with the next course taking
place in November.

Celtic fans fly Palestinian
flags at Israeli match
Scottish football club, Celtic, defied
warnings from UEFA and police after
hundreds of supporters flew Palestinian
flags at their Champions League
qualifying match with Israel’s Hapoel
Beer Sheva in August. The demo, carried
out by the Green Brigade, an ‘Ultra’
group of fans, not only breaches a UEFA
rule, but was a direct provocation given
the opposition.

IsraAID, an Israeli humanitarian aid
agency, assisted in the aftermath of
Italy’s recent earthquake with a 20
member team of Search and Rescue,
Relief and Trauma Specialists.
Researchers at Tel Aviv University (TAU)
say they have unravelled the metastatic
mechanism of melanoma. The discovery
could revolutionise how the most
aggressive form of skin cancer is treated.
The first six months of 2016 saw an 11%
increase in anti-Semitic hate incidents
recorded in the UK compared with the
same period in 2015, according to a
Community Security Trust (CST) report
published in July.

Get all the latest Israel news at

WWW.CUFI.ORG.UK
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his friend, and French Nobel Laureate for
Literature, Francois Mauriac encouraged
him to write about his experiences in the
camps. Elie wrote and published his memoir
‘And the World Would Remain Silent’ in
Yiddish in 1956. The book was shortened
and published in France as ‘La Nuit’, and as
‘Night’ for English readers in 1960.

Elie Wiesel:

Life and Legacy

Here is an excerpt from the book:

Elie Wiesel

“Never shall I forget that night, the first
night in camp, that turned my life into one
long night seven times sealed.

30 September 1928 - 2 July 2016

Never shall I forget that smoke.
Never shall I forget the small faces of the
children whose bodies I saw transformed
into smoke under a silent sky.

E

liezer “Elie” Wiesel was a Romanianborn American Jewish writer, professor,
political activist, Nobel Peace Prize
winner, Holocaust survivor and a friend of
Christians United for Israel.
Known as “the world’s most famous
Holocaust survivor”, Elie grew up in Sighet,
Romania with his parents and three sisters.
In 1940, Hungary annexed Sighet and
forced the Jewish population into ghettos
where the family lived until 1944 when the
Hungarian government, under pressure
from Germany, deported all the Jews of
Sighet to Auschwitz in Nazi-controlled
Poland.

Never shall I forget those flames that
consumed my faith forever.
do to stop his father being killed. Three
months later the war ended, the camp was
liberated and Elie was set free.
Elie can be seen in this picture (circled in red)
taken five days after the camp’s liberation.

Never shall I forget those moments that
murdered my God and my soul and turned
my dreams to ashes.
Never shall I forget those things, even were
I condemned to live as long as God Himself.
Never.”

At the camp, Elie’s younger sister and
mother were killed on arrival, as were 90%
of all those brought there. Elie was just
15-years-old when he entered the camp.
He and his father Shlomo were sent to
Buna Werke labour camp, a sub-camp of
Auschwitz III-Monowitz where they were
forced to work under deplorable, inhumane
conditions. They were transferred to a
number of different camps during their
time and it was during a forced march to
Buchenwald that Elie’s father was beaten to
death in front of him by a German soldier.

After the war Elie went to live at an
orphanage in Paris, France where he was
reunited with his two older sisters who also
survived. In Paris he studied literature at the
Sorbonne and took up journalism, writing
for French and Israeli publications.

Elie felt huge guilt after the incident,
because there was nothing he could

Elie never wrote or spoke about the
Holocaust to anyone for ten years, until
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Never shall I forget the nocturnal silence
that deprived me for all eternity of the
desire to live.

His book eventually became an acclaimed
bestseller, translated into many languages
and sold tens of millions of copies worldwide.
Night is considered a seminal work on the
terrors of the Holocaust.
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Elie moved to America in the 1950’s and met
Marion Rose whom he married in 1969. They
had a son, who was named Shlomo after
Elie’s father.
He was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in
1986, at which time the Norwegian Nobel
Committee called him a “messenger to
mankind”, delivering a message “of peace,

atonement and human dignity” to humanity.
He was also a friend of Christians United
for Israel and spoke at CUFI events in the
US. In 2015, CUFI honoured him with our
organisation’s highest honour, the “Defender
of the Faith” award.
Speaking at one of our ‘A Night to Honour
Israel’ events, Elie said, “When I hear that
Christians are getting together in order
to defend the people of Israel, of course it
brings joy to my heart. And it simply says,
look, people have learned from history.”
Elie Wiesel died on the morning of 2 July,
2016 at his home in Manhattan, aged 87.
His wife Marion was by his side.
Speaking after his death, Pastor John
Hagee, founder of CUFI said, “Elie Wiesel
was a personal friend, a Nobel Peace Prize
Laureate, a globally celebrated Holocaust
survivor and a warrior against every form of
anti-Semitism. The night of his suffering has
been conquered by the light of his eternal
soul.”
His legacy will live on long past his life on
this earth. He brought the horrors of the
Holocaust to the human conscience and
spoke out against injustice and oppression
around the world. And he boldly defended
Israel and the Jewish people against the
darkest hatred.
As he famously said, “We must always
take sides. Neutrality helps the oppressor,
never the victim. Silence encourages the
tormentor, never the tormented.”
Christians United for Israel has chosen the
side of God. We stand shoulder to shoulder
with Israel and the Jewish people and we
thank God for the life and example of Elie
Wiesel.
As Elie Wiesel so profoundly demonstrated,
for Zion’s sake we will not keep silent.
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he was fired from his job. Further
to this his family have received
threats.

THE PALESTINIAN
WHO LOST HIS
JOB…
FOR SAVING A
JEWISH FAMILY

O

ne July evening in Israel, four
members of a Jewish family were
driving home. Rabbi Michael Mark,
his wife, Chava, and two of their ten
children, 14-year-old daughter Tehila and
15-year-old son Phedia.
As they made their way home, Palestinian
gunmen opened fire on the family. The car
turned sharply and flipped onto its roof,
sliding to a stop as the gunmen fled the
scene.
Inside the overturned car, Rabbi Mark was
dead and his loved ones were fighting for
their lives around him. The first person to
discover the car was a Palestinian man,
known simply as J for security reasons.
J at first thought the car had been involved
in an accident, but when he reached the
vehicle the daughter, Tehila, cried out to him,
“They are trying to kill us!” and he realised
the family had been attacked.
J spoke softly in Hebrew to the children,
“don’t be afraid, don’t be afraid, I will help
you. Don’t worry”.
It took J a couple minutes before he could
force open the door, the whole time worried
that they would suffocate inside. He
managed to prise open the door and was
immediately grabbed by a very frightened
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Despite the opposition J is not
scared and he does not regret
his decision. He said that if the
situation was repeated, he would
do it all again.

Left: Yochai Damari,
Right: J (the Palestinian hero
whose identity is hidden)

Tehila, who had been shot in the stomach.
Reassuring her, he helped free her from the
car.
Thankfully, a friend of J’s, another Palestinian,
Dr. Ali Abu Sherech from Hebron was driving
by and stopped to help. Being a doctor he
quickly checked each person and found that
the father was already dead and the mother
was in a serious condition. She had been
shot multiple times in the upper body and
had a head injury, but was talking. The men
managed to free the mother and children.
The two Palestinian men held these Israelis
in their arms, stopped the blood flow, gave
them water and hugged and reassured
them as they waited for ambulances to
arrive.
More than this, J protected them. As time
went on, a number of Palestinian drivers
stopped and threatened them, demanding
that they refuse to help the Jews. J stood up
to them and watched over the children until
Israeli police and ambulances arrived.
J should be labelled a hero, but because he
helped Jews he is instead being treated with
contempt.
He worked in a public service job for the
Palestinian Authority and after he was
identified on the roadside as helping Jews,
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“It doesn’t matter to me if it was
an accident or a terror attack,
it’s irrelevant. These are people,
children, who need help, and if I
can help, I will help them.”
He added, “The girl told me, ‘God sent an
Arab to help us.’”
Now, in a reciprocal act of kindness, it is a
Jewish man who has come to this Palestinian
hero’s aid. Yochai Damari is the head of a
local council and is working with the Israeli
government to obtain working permits for J
and his wife to be employed in Israel.

These stories remind us of the humanity of
all people. As Christians, we can relate this
story to the parable of the Good Samaritan
that Jesus taught which reminds us that
compassion can come from where we
sometimes might not expect.

“I am aware of the difficulties,” Damari said.
“But I think that in cases like this it is our
obligation as the Jewish nation to show our
thanks to people who behave as upstanding
people and act in a way expected of them in
situations like this.”

PRAYER POINTS:
Please pray for J and his family, for their
protection and provision. We need more
good men like him to stand up and
speak out against evil.
Please also pray for the Mark family.
Their ten children are now adjusting to
life without a father. Their mother Chava
has been left with life-changing injuries.

Sign-up to our

WEEKLY NEWS ROUND-UP
with the latest on Israel
and anti-Semitism in the UK and
Europe straight to your inbox.

Visit www.cufi.org.uk
to subscribe
Or email “subscribe”
to info@cufi.org.uk
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ISRAEL
BRINGING
HOPE FOR
SYRIAN
REFUGEES

T

he crisis in Syria is continually in
our news. Its impact has reached
beyond the Middle East to even our
own shores. Millions of people’s lives have
been affected with many families being
torn apart by the violence. Its neighbour,
Israel, has come under some criticism
in the media for its perceived lack of
response, but we want to put the record
straight.
Firstly, Israeli charities were some of the first
to help refugees when the migrant crisis
first started. Israeli aid teams are located
both in Greece and in the Balkans, despite
considerable risks, providing medical
treatment, blankets and food to refugees.
Closer to home, Israel has opened its border
with Syria to allow humanitarian aid into the
war torn country. Israel has shipped medical
supplies, food and educational materials in
recent months. It also set up a field hospital
in what is known as the “safe zone” in south
Syria, close to the border of Israel.
The IDF reported in September 2016 that
they have given medical assistance to over
2,300 Syrian refugees, with many of them
being treated in Israeli hospitals. There was
a recent incident where a Syrian hospital
was hit by mortar shells due to the civil war.
The wounded were brought to the border of
Israel because they knew Israel would help.
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The Israel Defence Forces airlifted those who
were seriously wounded, including children
who had been severely burned, and are
currently treating them inside Israel.
And the work Israel is doing, while ignored
by much of the media, is being noticed by
Syrians.
A Syrian refugee has gone to great lengths
to set up a website (www.thankyouamisrael.
com) to thank the Jewish State for what they
are doing for him and his countrymen.
Aboud Dandachi, a displaced Syrian who is
currently living in Istanbul says, “I grew up
with statements like ‘These people are your
enemies. The Jews are evil.’ And then I saw
that the Jews are the most humane and
generous people of this era.”
In an interview Dandachi said, “what
surprised me is the feedback from Arabs.
I was expecting hostility from Arabs and
instead a surprising number have told me
that I’m saying what they can’t say and
that I should keep saying what I’m saying.
It surprised me the number of Arabs
and refugees like me who say that.”
The reality is that Israel, which is still
technically at war with Syria, is helping
Syrians in far greater ways than many of
Syria’s closest allies. Well done Israel.
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